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This beautifully produced book contains the landmark work of the most influential lesbian

photographers in the world, including Morgan Gwenwald, Della Grace, Diana Blok, Tee Corrine, Jill

Posener, and Honey Lee Cottrell. Beyond the impact of the individual photographers, Bright writes

about the themes that have fueled lesbian photography, including the feminist approach to the body

and the lesbian relationship to popular culture.
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This is an absolutely stunning book of photography. The work is beautiful and inspired, both the

writing and the photos. A very bare bones, moving experience.

This is an amazing collection. Explicit photos and top of the line production quality.I enjoyed how the

chapters and photographs were presented. The introductions do a great job explaining to the reader

what they are about to see and they should not be skipped. The first four sections (labeled Dyke,

C*unt, Butch and Sex) carry a huge spectrum of images from the lovely to the not so lovely, from

the sensual to the outrageous. I can't imagine the editors believe all the images would appeal to all

the readers so I chose to enjoy what I found appealing, study those I didn't and move on.I initially

bought the book as it has a wealth of material by the artist Tee A. Corinne and devotes 8 pages to

her and another 5 of her images are carried in other sections. The other major artists profiled are



Honey Lee Cottrell, Della Grace, Morgan Gwenwald and Jil Posener.I especially enjoyed the

sidebar that accompanied many of the pages `Behind the Camera: Interviews with the Artists'. The

candid replies by the artists made for exceptional reading. The topics:FamilyComing outFeminist

politicsCameraS/MSchool daysLesbian pornFirst picture, first cameraShooting

sexCruisingFemmeMoney and fameFirst dirty pictureCensorshipLesbian eroticaThe art world

I bought this book as a gift for my girlfriend. I was looking for a book of photos; something like a

coffeetable book and this was perfect! The images captured are fantastic and the subject matter is

raw. It is not just pretty pictures of mainstream sterotypical beautiful girls. It has pictures of gorgeous

women from all walks of life- femmes, dykes, heavy, small, perfect, scarred, soft and hardcore. I

was impressed and she LOVED it. I highly recommend it for those who appreciate the real deal and

love artistic expression.

Lots of queer history and photographs. Explicit and raw, no holding back. Will enjoy looking through

it more thoroughly.

Shows the many ways in which Lesbians and Lesbianism has evolved. Inspiring, beautiful, artistic,

and erotic! A great appreciation of the female body, in every form imaginable!

Wow. Yeah that's all I can say. The edition I received was still wrapped in the original plastic and

was in excellent shape.

Timeless.

This is an interesting and informative selection of photographs of Lesbians. Some are rather

abstract; others aremore conventional in their lighting and perspective. Actually, I find some of the

photos so interesting that I amgoing to excise them and have them mounted. I will purchase another

copy for reading and notation.
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